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ON THE COVER
Daine Harrison, Co-Chairman of the Mabel Shelby Weils program with Nancy Richey (not shown)
presents awards to Christy Morrison, left, and Lucas England, right.
At the September 27, 2015 meeting of the Barren County Historical Society, we were honored
to have as our guest speakers Christy Morrison and Lucas England. They are both Seniors at Barren
County High School. The occasion was a presentation by both students using Power Point to tell us
about their family. They entered, while Juniors, the Mabel Shelby Wells Scholarship Program, a
program hosted by the Society for Juniors who are preparing to attend a college or university upon
graduation.
This program was started many years ago by a gift from Mabel Shelby Wells to the Society to
encourage students to learn about their history or the history of this area. For many years it was
offered to 7^^ graders with a small cash award. The Society, in conjunction with the daughters of
Mable Shelby Wells, have changed the program to Juniors. This was the first year of competition
among students at Barren County High, Glasgow High, Glasgow Christian Academy and Cave City.
Christy Morrison, daughter of John Thomas Morrison and Lorie Jo Ragle, plans to attend WKU
and gave a most interesting presentation which included photographs and stories about her family
and ancestors, lucas England, son of the late Tim England and Valerie England also told those present
about his family as well as the family connection to several illustrious people in U. S. history. He plans
on attending Vanderbilt University.
In the Spring 2016 issue of "Traces", we will be sharing with our readers some of the
interesting facts that both students uncovered during their research.
We would like to commend both Christy and Lucas for an excellent program and we wish you
great success in your future.
Each will be presented with a $500.00 scholarship upon their acceptance of the school of their
choice.
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MuBBH
By Hal Engernd In Kentucky Progress Magazine and re-printed In undated copy of the Glasgow
Republican.
Courtesy http://www.johnhuntmorgan.com/p/about'john-hunt-morgan.html
"Christmas night, 1862 - A chill penetrating wind swept across the hills of old Kentucky; an
occasional flurry of snow gave promise of more severe weather yet to follow. The inhabitants of the
little village of Upton, some sixty miles north of Louisville on the Louisville and Nashville railroad had
brought in water and food for the night, put out the cats and retired as usual. Only the guard of Upton
troopers remained awake; they were thinking of other Christmas nights far away to the north on the
banks of the Wabash for most of them were Indiana men. Little did anyone in Upton know of the
strange scene which was taking place about 55 miles to the southeast.
"And a strange scene It was! There sheltered by dense timber and hills from the chill of
December blast, General John H. Morgan, that fearless, hard-riding raider of the Confederacy, and his
men were celebrating Christmas. Three days prior to this time, they had left Alexandria, Tennessee,
their object being the destruction of the Louisville and Nashville railroad which was the chief means of
supply between Union Headquarters In Louisville and General Rosecrans' forces in northern
Tennessee.
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"Morgan's was a picked force. No braver men ever straddled horses. Most of them were
young men, ranging from eighteen to thirty-five years of age - Morgan himself although a Brigadier
General, was only thirty-seven years of age; an experienced veteran of the Mexican War. Upon the
outbreak of hostilities, he had given up a prosperous business in Lexington to raise a troop of cavalry
which he proffered the Southern cause. In an incredibly short time, his daring exploits caused him to
become as one of the leading cavalry men of the age. Moreover, there was a certain romance
attached to service in his legion.
"Boots and Saddles" before daylight, long brisk, swinging trots through the rosy hours of
daybreak; scarcely halting to breathe their animals and adjust equipment, the miles fell behind. Then
at night far from the morning's starting point, the dusty, yelling troopers would fall upon the
unsuspecting Union forces. Although in the majority of cases outnumbered. Morgan counted upon
this element of surprise and fury of attack to equalize the discrepancy In numbers. Yelling, shouting
and shooting like wild men, they would swirl through bivouacs and camps. Then, while calls for
reinforcements were being broadcast from the Union lines, Morgan and his men would gather in
prisoners, supplies and equipment sorely needed by the Confederates and silently vanish Into the
night. Daybreak of the next morning would find them miles away and safe from pursuit.
"Tireless and fearless himself, a daring horseman and a splendid shot, Morgan demanded the
same quailfications in all his recruits. His men were all well mounted and at home on horseback. Days
and nights in the saddle without food or sleep and the ever present chance of combat soon developed
a seasoned and hardened corps of veterans equal to any task with which they might be confronted.
Morgan had confidence In his men; they worshipped him and placed absolute and implicit trust In his
leadership and judgment. Such a combination was invincible.
"With 3,000 men, four hundred of whom were unarmed to start with, and with two light
batteries of Field Artillery, Morgan left Alexandria on December 23rd and covered the distance of 90
miles from Alexandria, Tennessee to Glasgow, Kentucky. Only one who Is familiar with this section of
the country, only one who has traversed this rough and hilly region, only one who knows the
hardships and difficulties of the little-used hill roads, can appreciate the difficulties of this march. It Is
easy to conceive how his presence In the country was unknown. High ridges covered with dense
woods, deep valleys and lack of communication between the Inhabitants along his route explain this
factor.
"It was Morgan's custom to start at daylight, ride rapidly until 11 a.m., when he stopped to
unsaddle, groom, feed and rest his horses. Then at 12:00, the march would be resumed and continued
until dusk. A strong advance guard always preceded his main body by a considerable distance. An
advance guard strong enough to beat back any minor resistance which might be encountered and
thereby guarantee the unimpeded march of the main body. His flanks were likewise protected; while
active patrols in all directions kept him advised of the presence and movements of any enemy forces
in the vicinity.
"Morgan's advance guard entered Glasgow, Kentucky, at dusk on Christmas eve. Several
troops of the Second Michigan Cavalry which had been out on a foraging expedition rode Into the
public square just as Morgan's men entered from the south. Without a moment's hesitation, and with
a whoop and yell, Morgan's men charged. In the brisk fight which followed, the Federal troops were
defeated - leaving behind one dead and two wounded. Twenty prisoners were captured - and
incidentally numerous Christmas turkeys which the foragers carried tied to their saddles.
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"Continuing north from Glasgow on Christmas Day, the advance guard encountered the Union
troopsdrawn up for battle about ten miles north of Glasgow. The commander of the advance guard
dismounted his men to fight on foot and attack. However, the Federals had concealed a company of
infantry in ambush and no sooner had the attack begun than the Confederates were met with a
murderous fire from the flank. The lead horses and holders stampeded leaving the attacking force
alone in the presence of a vastly superior number. Dismayed and temporarily disorganized by this
surprise attack, the Confederates retired across the field to the protection of an oak thicket one or
two hundred yards away. The timely arrival of the main body and a prompt charge by them routed
the Federals. The march was then resumed.
"Later in the day, Morgan fell upon and captured a large and richly laden sutler's train. Indeed
Santa Claus was good to these men so far from home and traveling on Christmas Day. The march was
continued across the Green River and through Hammondsville. At dusk a halt was ordered between
Hammondsville and Upton. Here protected from surprise by far flung sentry squads; and from the
unfriendly elements and the spying eyes by dense woods and hills, Morgan's men celebrated
Christmas. A myriad of carefully screened fires were lighted, the luxuries from the hapless sutler's
store were distributed; turkeys captured from the Second Michigan the day before were broiled and
augmented the usual scanty fare from saddle bags. Tired as they were from a hard day's riding and
fighting, Morgan attempted sending messages making inquiries concerning the disposition of the
Federal forces in the vicinity (signing himself of course as one of the Federal Commanders along the
line). Numerous messages were likewise sent to other commanders and some very misleading
Information as to whereabouts and strength of Morgan's command was disseminated. General
Boyle's office was thrown into turmoil as a result.
"That Morgan's presence along the Louisville and Nashville Railroad was absolutely unknown
to the authorities in Louisville was evinced by the fact that while General Morgan and "Lightning"
were amusing themselves at the telegraph office, a train laden with artillery and other supplies came
into sight from the north. The engineer, however, saw his danger in time to reverse his engine and
escape.
"Moving on, the stockade and garrison at the bridge over Bacon Creek were attacked and
captured. Later in the afternoon, the stockade and garrison at Nolin suffered the same fate. These
stockades were a part of the general scheme for the protection of the Louisville and Nashville
Railroad. Supplies for the depot at Nashville were mainly received by rail from Louisville (185 miles
away). The success of the southern holding this line with such tenacity that no serious break could be
made in it by cavalry raids, or by disaffected population of the district through which it passed. 'The
destruction of a single important bridge would have made matters in front look very serious. The
destruction of a number would have compelled the army to retrace its steps." (Col. W. E. Merril's
Report of Engineering Activities, Army of the Cumberland). Stockades built of heavy logs and banked
with earth were therefore erected at each and every railroad bridge. Some of the stockades were built
with towers or second stories to afford an elevated point of observation from which to observe the
approach of raiders. Such were the stockades at Bacon Creek and Nolin. Both fell before the
determined assault of Morgan's men that day.
"The night of December 26, Morgan bivouacked a few miles south of Elizabethtown.
Elizabethtown was strongly garrisoned by a regiment of Illinois troops - 652 men strong. A number of
brick warehouses in the vicinity of the railroad station had been loop-holed and strengthened for
defense. Morgan threw a cordon of men about town. His artillery was placed upon a commanding
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height and opened fire early in the morning. Seeing the futility of defense, the entire garrison
surrendered leaving Morgan free to march on to Muldraugh's Hill where he burned the two long
trestlesof the Louisville and Nashville line. To affect this bitofdestruction, it was necessary to reduce
two strong stockades determinedly defended by 700 Indiana troops.
"After burning the trestles on the 28'^ Morgan moved to the Rolling Fork River. The greatest
portion of his command crossed that night and moved towards Bardstown. Five hundred men and
some artillery, under command of Col. Basil Duke, were dispatched to destroy the stockade and
bridge over the Rolling Fork. In the midst of the engagement, a force of 3,000 Federals under
command of Colonel Harlan (later a Judge of the Supreme Court) arrived upon the scene and forced
the withdrawal of Duke and his men. Aspirited engagement took place at the crossing of Rolling Fork
in which Colonel Duke was wounded and escaped capture only through the heroic action of Capt.
Quirk of Quirk's Scouts who placedthe wounded Colonel across the pummel of his saddle and holding
him on.
"It was essential that Morgan should turn southward and beat a hasty retreat from the State if
he wished to evade capture ordestruction. He accordingly, left Bardstown on the 30*^. Acold, chilling
rain had set in and his march to Springfield was one misery and hardship. He reached Springfield
about dusk on the 30*^ There he rested his men an hour and then resumed the march towards
Lebanon, nine miles distant. Detouring around Lebanon with his main body, he caused the rear guard
to drive in the pickets on the north side of town and to light a myriad of camp fire to give the
impression that he was halting in force before the town and only waiting daylight to launch his attack.
He was successful in his ruse, for several Federal columns were deflected from a course which would
have thrown them across his line of retreat and marched to the aid of Lebanon. When they arrived in
the morning, Morgan and his men were miles to the south. All through the bitter cold night, he
continued his march. At time, the half frozen troopers dismounted and led their horses to restore the
circulation to their benumbed limbs. Horses and men were covered with sheets of ice, but on and on
they went. Therewas no stoppingfor rest until noon of the 3l" when a fleeting hour was snatched for
man and beast. Reports had come to Morgan that columns had been dispatched from Munfordville
and Glasgow to intercept him at Columbia or Burkesville before he could cross the Cumberland. He
was taking no chances with the irate Federal Commanders. He continued the march.
"Night of the 31^^ found him at Campbellsville. He and his men had been continuously in the
saddle, with the exception of two brief rests, for over thirty-six hours; and now that he had safely
outdistanced his pursuers for the time being, he ordered a halt and went into bivouac for the night.
On the morning of New Year's Day, after eight hours rest, he again took up the march. On through
Columbia - ahead of the oncoming enemy - on without stopping, to Burkesville where he arrived on
the morning of January 2. Several miles away was the Cumberland and safety. There was not a sign of
an intercepting force. He had again successfully outmarched his adversaries. In a few hours, he was
safe beyond the river.
"What a glorious Christmas week it had been! He had thrown consternation into the enemy
camp; the Louisville and Nashville Railroad was a wreck from Upton to Shepherdsvllle; he had
captured or destroyed vast amounts of enemy property; captured 1,000 prisoners; his command was
returning better mounted and armed than when it had started - armed and mounted at the expense
of the enemy. It was six months before the hard working Federal engineers were able to repair their
main line of supply; in those days, time counted."
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THE PACE FAMILY
Contributed by Charles Hartley (HartlevfStelou.com). continued from Volume 43, Issue 3, Fall.
John Pace lived and died in Henrycounty, Virginia. Hewas the father of thirteen children, only two of
whom I knew, William Ingram and Anxton. [According to his will, John Pace had the following children
with Elizabeth Nunn Pace: William Ingram, Lucy, Thomas, Susannah, Elizabeth, Sarah, John, and Polly;
and the following children with Mary Baker Stone: James Baker, Greenville Thompson, Jerman W.,
Lucinda Thompson, and Matilda Patterson. Anxton (Langston) was actually John Pace's brother, uncle
to William Ingram Pace. Langston also named a son William Ingram.]
William Ingram, son of John Pace, was born July 8th, 1773, and died Dec. 18th, 1843. [See his will
here.] He married Sallie Nunn, who was born May 15, 1779, and died Sept. 21st, 1859. They were
married Nov. 24th, 1796. They were buried two miles East of Summer Shade at their old home,
leaving fourteen children. These are their names and generations:
Elizabeth Dunn Pace, daughter of W. I. Pace, was born Nov. 20th, 1799, died Oct. 19th, 1879, and was
buried at her old home place. She married Joseph Clark, Dec. 13th, 1815, and he died about 1824,
leaving five children.
Nancy Ferris Clark, daughter of Elizabeth D. Clark, was born July 20th, 1817, married John L. Bybee,
Oct. 24,1833, and died Feb. 3,1902. She had thirteen children.
Henry Clay Bybee, born Aug. 14,1834, who married Eliza Watt, Oct 6,1858. [The 1880 census shows
Henry and Eliza with 7 daughters: Lillie, Emer, Bettie, Mattie, Minnie, Nanny, and Mary; and a son:
Joseph. (Metcalfe County KY, page 225D)]
Jemimia E. Bybee, daughter of Nancy Bybee, born Sept. 30,1836, married London Pace, June 7,1857.
London P. Pace, her husband, was born 1835, died March 23,1897, and was buried at the old Bybee
home, two miles East of Coral Hill, where John L. Bybee and Nancy F. Bybee were buried. She and her
children live near Horse Cave. [London and Jemima were shown in the 1880 census with 5 children:
nancy, Sanford, Ella, Frank, and Fountain. (Hart County KY, District 80, pages 323D-324A)]
Christopher T. Bybee, son of Nancy F. Bybee, born July 8, 1838, married M.J. Howard, Sept. 6,1865,
died April 18, 1877, and was buried at Walnut Hill. He left three children. His widow lives at
Edmonton, Ky.
Mark Dougherty Bybee, born Sept. 17,1839, died In the West, I know not when.
Joseph J. Bybee, son of Nancy Bybee, born June 25,1842, died June 20,1864. He was in the war.
W. Ely Bybee, son of Nancy Bybee, born July 16, 1844, married Eliza F. Pedigo, Feb. 10, 1875. They
have no children, and now live in Louisville, Ky.
Thomas Munford Bybee, son of Nancy Bybee, born Oct. 4,1846, married C.C. Twyman, Nov. 14,1866.
He has eleven children and now live at Munfordville.
Mary A. Bybee, daughter of Nancy Bybee, born Sept 11, 1848, married William J. Warder, Nov. 13,
1866. He died June 1885 and was buried at Mt. Moriah. She died Nov. 22,1900 and was buried at the
same place. They had three children, two boys and one girl. [According to Augustine (Augie) Warder
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Royalty, Mary Ann Bybee and her husband James William Warder had three children: Charles A.
Warder (b. 12 May 1868; d. 12 Dec 1944 in Hart Co KY), Edwin E. Warder, and N. Ullian Warder Gillock
(b. 16 Dec 1883; d. 2 Mar 1933 in Horse Cave KY). Augie's great-grandfather, Joseph V. Warder was
James William Warder's brother. Augie also indicates that James William Warder left a will signed 18
Mar 1886 which is on a LDS film and is cited in a Pace family file.]
[According to the Metcalfe County, Kentucky Cemetery Records, Volume 1 (1983), J.W. and Mary A
Warder are buried in the Shirley-Urie Gossettcemeterywhich is located on the Randolph-Mt. Moriah
road north of SummerShade.Thedates given for Mary match those given byClark. No dates are given
for J.W. Also, Edwin E. Warder (b. 31 Mar1871; d. 10Apr1928) and hiswifeSallie E. Warder (b. 22Jan
1871; d. 12 Dec1916) are buried in the Summer Shade cemetery.]
Sanford R. Bybee, born March 4,1861, married a Miss Loving Feb 1886. They have no children and live
at the old Bybee place.
A.F. Bybee, daughterof Nancy Bybee, born March 21,1853, married Jot F. Wilson, Nov. 25,1872,died
Feb. 1892, and was buried at the old Bybee home place. She left six children.
Sallie C. Bybee, daughter of Nancy Bybee, born June 20, 1855, married Robert H. Gatewood, Jan, 5,
1878. She died Feb. 10,1896 and was buried at the old Bybee place. He died April 30,1905, and was
buried at the old Bybee place, leaving four daughters. They live at Coral Hill, Ky.
Walter M. Bybee, son of Nancy Bybee, born March 3, 1857, married Mary Wilson, May 27,1883. They
live two miles East of Cave City, Ky.
Sallie Belle Bybee, daughter of Nancy Bybee, born Jan. 2, 1859, married Charlie R. Smith, March 19,
1884 and have six children and live two miles Northeast of Coral Hill, Ky.
William Winchester Clark, son of Joseph and Elizabeth Clark, was born in 1819, married Caroline Sartin
1842, had three children, and died in 1853 and was buried at the old Sartin place, two miles
Northwest of Summer Shade. [The Metcalfe County cemetery records book shows William W. Clark,
son of Jas. and Elizabeth D. Clark buried at the Baldock-Jeff Shirley cemetery which is located 2.8 miles
west of Summer Shade off of highway 90. His dates given are born October 20,1818, died January 16,
1853.] His widow married Stephen B. White and moved to Paris, III., where she and two daughters
died and were buried, leaving one living. [According to the 1860 census, Caroline and Stephen White
were living in Metcalfe County KY (page 111, household 756) with her three daughters by William
Clark: Malissa, Sarah, and Cordelia.]
Joseph Jefferson Clark, son of Joseph and Elizabeth Clark, was born 1821, and died 1863 and was
buried at the old Buck Nunn place, on the head waters of Uttle Barren river, unmarried.
Thomas Nunn Clark, son of Joseph and Elizabeth Clark, was born Jan. 1823, married Elizabeth Sartin
1841. [2 Mar 1843 (Barren Marriage Book, page 45)] She was born Jan. 19,1824. He died in 1894 and
his wife died in 1896. he, his wife and eight children were buried at the Petty burying ground, now
Obediah Franklin's, two miles Northwest of Summer Shade. [Thomas N. and Elizabeth Clark are buried
in the Clark-Obe Franklin cemetery about 2.7 miles north of Summer Shade off of Highway 640
according to the Metcalfe County cemetery book. Thomas' dates are born January 29, 1823, died
September 10, 1894. Elizabeth was born Januar 4, 1824 and died August 6, 1900 according to this
book. That does not agree with Clark. Usted in a line with Thomas and Elizabeth are (1) infant
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daughter, November 1869; (2) Lewis S. Clark, b. March 3,1859, d. May 27,1865; (3) William J. Clark, b.
December 3, 1849, d. March 5, 1864; (4) Josephus Clark, b. January 19, 1844, d. February 5, 1860; (5)
infant daughter, February 1858; (6) Lucinda Clark, b. March 1,1852,d. November 9,1857; (7) Thomas
N. Clark, b. February 4,1856, d. October 30,1856; and (8) Caroline Clark, b. June 29,1847, d. June 16,
1856.]
Joseph Clark, their son, married Eliza Boone, and lives at Summer Shade, Ky. [Joseph and Eliza Clark
(on same stone) are buried in the Summer Shade cemetery. Joseph was born September 12,1853 and
died July 10,1935. Eliza was born September 12,1862 and died April 14,1926.]
Critton G. Clark married Fannie Harbison, and now live at Rushville, Ind. [There is a Crittenden G. Clark
buried next to Joseph and Eliza Clark in the Summer Shade cemetery with dates of 1861-1925.
Accordingto his death certificate, Crittenden was born 20 Jul 1861, and died 23 Jun 1925. The picture
to the right is of Crittenden, Fannie, and their son, Lawrence Lemon Clark. It is provided by Joe Clark,
Crittenden and Fannie's great-grandson.]
Sarah Clark, daughter of Joseph and Elizabeth Clark, born 1824, married Mark Dougherty in 1841. He
died in Mississippi, and she died in Tennessee. [Mary Sue Smith, a descendent of Mark and Sarah
Dougherty, indicates that Mark died 22 June 1869 and is buried in Auburntown, Cannon County TN.]
They left children in both states. [Census records show 9 children: William, Martha, Fidelia, Susan,
Dick, Almeda, Joe, Mary, and A.W. (1850: Barren County KY, District 2, page 463; 1860: Barren County
KY, Glasgow, page 62)]
Nancy Gatewood Pace, daughter of William I. and Sallie Pace, born July 21, 1800, married Samuel
Clark 1819 [22 Dec 1818 (Barren Marriage Book, page 45)]. He died Oct. 1827 and was buried at Dixon
Springs, Tenn. His wife died July 23, 1884 and was buried at the old Pace place. [While it was very
difficult to read, Nancy Gatewood Pace Clark's tombstone indicates a death year of 1883. From a
personal visit to cemetery on 6 Jun 2000 by Charles and Betty Hartley. The cemetery is located on a
knoll on the east side of Highway 163 just north of Highway 90 east of Summer Shade. This was
apparently the old Pace place.] She had seven children.
Sallie Ann Clark, daughter of Samuel and Nancy G. Clark, born 1820, drowned in a tan vat 1823 and
was burled at Dixon Springs, Tenn.
Elizabeth Murrell Clark, daughter of Samuel and Nancy G. Clark, was born June 21,1821, married John
Neville in 1842, and died in 1865 and was buried at the Petty graveyard. She left no children.
Eliza Francis Clark was born Sept. 13, 1822, married Wade Veluzat in 1839 [27 May 1838 (Barren
Marriage Book, page 267)]. He died Jan 16, 1875, and was buried at Horse Cave, leaving one child.
[Anita Veluzat Bryan provided the following information about Wade Veluzat: "Began mature career
at Randolph in Barren County. Earned living as schoolmaster. Appointed postmaster of Randolph &
Winsom in Barren Co. on August 10, 1861. During the Civil War he had a store in Randolph. Said to
have close ties to Abraham Lincoln • was given a laptop wooden desk by Lincoln for services rendered,
perhaps for gathering intelligence. Guerilla forces confiscated some of his merchandise and forced
him and his son, Lewis, to burn the remainder. He moved to Horse Cave in 1865 and was a banker,
having founded the Caverna Bank. Tombstone reads: Wade Veluzat, October 29, 1819 - January 16,
1875. Established First Hart County Bank; Built First Brick Building in Hart County; Extensive Land
Owner; Union Co. Civil War; Personal Friend of Abraham Lincoln."] [Of Eliza, his wife, Anita said,
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"Tombstone reads 'Devoted member of the Baptist Church, Biblical scholar, member of one of
Kentucky's oldest and historical families.'"]
tewis Veluzat, son of Wade and Eliza Veluzat, who married Mary Shirley and had eightchildren, five of
whom are living in Horse Cave, Ky. [The 1880 census for Hart County KY (Horse Cave District, page
281A) shows 7 children: Eugene, Fannie, Henry, Millie, John, Raymond and Eliza.]
Eliza Francis ClarkVeluzat, widow of Wade Veluzat, married Robert Sublett, of Horse Cave, Ky.
William Henry Clark [This is the author of this booklet.], son of Samuel and Nancy G. Clark, was born
Jan. 11, 1824, married Katie Ann Lawson, May 23, 1843. She died Dec. 22, 1861, and was buried at
Brownsville, Ky. They had eight children. He then married Francis Nichols, widow of T.Y. Nichols, who
was a Miss Hatcher before her first marriage. They were married April 10,1862. She died Jan. 16,1897
and was buried at Coral Hill, Ky., and had nine children.
Those by the first marriage are: Palveneure G. Clark, born March 12,1845, and married O.H. Fishback,
Dec 10,1867 and had three children, Frederick Jessie, Aubrey Clark and Francis Alma. O.H. Fishback
was born March 12,1834, and died jan 24,1903 and was buried in Odd Fellow's cemetery, Glasgow,
Ky.
Frederick Jessie Fishback, oldest son of O.H. and P.G. Fishback, was born Nov. 9, 1870 and married
Mary E. Ford, Nov. 9,1897, and lives in Louisville, Ky.
Aubrey C. Fishback, second son of O.H. and P.G. Fishback, was born March 25,1878, and married M.E.
Wilcoxon, May 31,1900 and lives in Louisville, Ky.
Francis Alma Fishback, only daughter of O.H. and his widow, live at Glasgow Junction, Ky.
Elizabeth Francis Clark, born Aug. 23, 1846, married March 23, 1865, to W.L. Hazelip. They had two
children but both died.
Quintilla Clark, daughter of William Henry Clark, was born Feb. 19,1848, died April 23,1848 and was
buried at the Petty graveyard, now Obediah Franklin's place.
Samuel Walter Clark, was born April 4, 1849, and married Emma Dougherty in 1872 and had two
children. Both died and were buried at Glasgow at the Robert Myers oid home. Samuel Walter Clark
and his wife now live in Springdale, Ark.
William Jackson Clark, was born Jan 8, 1852, married Mattie Warder, Jan. 20, 1874. They had five
children, two are dead. One of them was buried at Horse Cave and the other at Glasgow, Ky. William
Jackson Clark and his wife now live at Franklin, Ky. They have three living children, Walter E, Velma
and Mary E. Velma was married to Richard Boyd, in June 1905.
To be continued.
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Courtesy Kentucky Library Research Collections, Western Kentuclcy University, ca. 1885.
This is the Braxton B. Weils family with sitting, L-R, Martha Dee Wells Fox, Braxton B. Wells, son of
William Wells and Annie Kinslow, his wife, Kitty Bird Harris Wells, and Mae Jane Wells. Standing, L-R,
Laura Wells Broady, Byrd Welts and John W. Wells.
POPLAR GROVE SCHOOL
Courtesy: Courtesy Kentucky Library Research Collections, Western Kentucky University.
Teacher's Register and Grade Book
1906 Barren County, Kentucky withstudents as of July 9^^ 1906
Mary E. Denham, teacher, contracted with J. S. Goode, Ambrose Huffman and J. S. Moore, Trustees
for District 41 for teachinga censusenrollmentof 44students. The term beganon the 8'^day of July
and ended on the 24*^ day of December, 1906. These recordsat the Kentucky Library also include a
copy of a letter written by Granville Matthews.
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Eddy Cable or Goble, 9
Rule Travis (F,) 9
Lizzie Button (F,) 16
Ada Button (F), 18
Ivy Travis or Lewis (F), 16
Pernie? Travis or Lewis (F), 14
Mollie Travis or Lewis (F), 12
Irlie Goad (F), 16
Mattie Goad (F), 14
Myrtie Goad (F), 13
Pernie Goad (F), 9
Ova Goad (F), 17
Pearl Button (F), 7




Annie Pearl Moore, 6
Eva May Moore




Laura Payne (F), 14
Ella Moore (F), 5
Ona Bacon (F), 7
Pearl Bacon (F), 6
Emma Bacon (F), 9
Atie Bacon (F), 5
Brent Durham, 15
Billie Durham, 20
Dora Williams (F), 7
Wilbur Williams, 7
Pearl Brown (F), 8
Virgil Brown (F), 6
Martha Bacon (F), 12
Jackie Bacon, IS
Other teachers listed are Lydia Nunnally for 1907, with a salary of $28.66 per month with a contract
signed by J. S. Goode, Ambrose Huffman and J. W. Atkinson, Trustees.
Her students are female:
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Ella Moore, 7 Mattie Travis, 14
Grace Moore, 6 Annie Travis, 16
Annie P. Moore, 8 Lizzie Button, 16
Mary Goode, 7 Pearl Button, 9
Neeiy Goode, 7 Rule Travis, 11
Dona Williams, 9 Emma Bacon, 11
Hettie Turner, 9 Artie Bacon, 7
Daisy Bacon, 9 Mabel Simmons, 6
Hanie Bacon, 7 Velma Simmons, 11
Pearl Bacon, 8 Flossie Williams, 11
Ora Bacon, 9 Ruth Beatty, 11
Docia Free, 16 Lena Powell, 14
Vera Matthews, 10 Pernie Goode, 11
Ada Norman, 15 Ava Goode, 9
Ina Norman, 13 Martha Bacon, 14
Mary Denham, contract 1908, $247.65 salary per 6 month term. Ma
continued:
Paul Atkinson, 7 Myrtle Goode, 16
Elmer Bacon, 6 Vera Matthews, 11
Red Turner, 7 Ervin Powell, 10
Oren Beatty, 8 Lavada Powell, 6
Virgil Sherfey, 9 Mattie Travis, 9
Ernest Sherfey, 6 Pearl Bacon, 19
Bernice Williams, 7 Howie Bacon, 8
Aubrey Moore, 6 Ora Bacon, 10
Harry Simmons, 13 Ava Goode, 10
Rhea Simmons, 11 Janice R? 15
John R.?6 Pearl Brown, 6
Belva? 8 Annie Moore, 9
Roscoe Taylor, 10 Dolly Taylor, 13
Frank Taylor, 6 Daisy Poolan, 11
Early Taylor, 15 Emma Bacon, 12
Roy Beatty, 19 Martha Bacon, 15
Dan Bacon, 8 Nellie Sherry, 15
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MARTHA POWELL HARRISON HONORED
At the October 22, 2015 meeting of the Barren County Historical Society, one of our most
dedicated members was honored.
Martha Powell Harrison is the only charter member of our Society who is faithfully supporting
and contributing to the Society. She has been a member since the Society's organization in 1972 and
has contributed greatly over the years. She was past Editor of "Traces", back in the days when the
quarterly was just a few mimeographed pages. She has published the Barren County Marriage Book
which is on the shelves of many libraries and in the homes of a multitude of researchers. She has aiso
read every extant newspaper until to the early 1900's and recorded births, deaths, marriages, etc.
which is available on CD. Martha has also hunted, copied and marked hundreds of county cemeteries
and published an update of the Societ/s cemetery book and held various offices through the year.
It was our pleasure to honor Martha at the meeting by presenting her with a life-time
membership and a gift card as a small thank you for all she has done.
BOOK DONATIONS TO THE SOCIETY
The Society would like to thank the following for their donations to our
library:
Mr. Arland W. Benningfield, Jr. of Louisville, KY., a long-time member of the
Society has donated family papers in addition to his large book, on the Marrs Family and assorted
lines. He has included many photographs, charts and stories in a well-done and appreciated book!
Another of our members, Lloyd Dean, has donated several booklets which include: 40*^ Dean
& Creech Reunion, Bert T. Dean 1903-1974, An Appalachian Flood of Memories Volume 1, Morehead
United Pentecostal Church and Pentecostal Women in Kentucky History. We would like to thank Lloyd
for his generous gifts.
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OLDEN TIMES IN GLASGOW
The following two photographs are courtesy of the Kentucky Ubrary and William S. Terry IV. Sam's
excellent book entitled "Images of America GLASGOW" is available through Arcadia Publishing
(ww.aracadiapublishing.com) as well as through Amazon.com and local stores in Glasgow. It has a
wonderful display ofphotographs.
This view ofthe East Public Square was captured before the greatfireof 1900, which destroy*,
muchof this section of downtown. At first glance, the viewer mightconfuse this for the Nori
Public Square with the structure on the left being similar to theFirs^Nanonal Bank huildin
Thebuilding on thefar right, the E. Morris building, and thechurch steeple, the then locatic
of First Christian Church,set the record straight. (Courtesy of the Kentucky Library.)
A faded old picture showing Oelvaux Jewelry and the Glasgow Shoe and Clothing Company. Courtesy
Kentucky Library.
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Gorin Genealogical Publishing New Offerings
205 Clements Avenue - Glasgow, KY 42141-3409
(sgorin@glasgow-kv.com - http://www.gensoup.org/gorln/index.html
A Complete Index To The Names of Persons, Places and Subjects Mentioned in Litteirs Lawsof
Kentucky. Commonly known as Littell's Statutes of Kentucky, there are 5 volumes that were
done by Littell in the early years of statehood. Difficult to find and research, this re-print was
done by Littell listing every person's name and places cited in those five volumes with a
reference to the volume and page number where found. In alphabetical order with over 4500
individual's names, the reader will find a brief but thorough explanation of why they were
listed in the State records. This book contains a gold mine of information where individuals
had affairs conducted at the state level instead of county. It includes many murders,
illegitimate marriages, divorces, problems with headright lands, surveying difficulties,
payments to those leading and protecting settlers through the Cumberland Gap, escaped
felons, town founders, business owners, ferries and so much more. 212 pages of names plus a
full-name index showing all individuals cited within an individual's entry. A book serious
researchers should have when they cannot find references at the county level. $30.00 for
printed version; $20.00 as an e-book.
Warren County Birth Records. Transcribed from the microfilmed copy of the Vital Statistics.
The following years are shown: 1852-1859, 1861, 1874-1878, 1901-1904, 1906-1910. This is a
huge work of over 4,511 births during this time frame including 858 slave births. Information
contained shows the name of the child, date of birth, race, status (living or stillborn), gender
and parents' or owner's names. These films are very old; some pages almost totally faded out
so there will be some entries that were not totally readable. A valuable source for the Warren
County researcher. Has surname index, 141 pages. $28.00 or $20 as PDF file (e-book).
Warren County Vital Statistics - Deaths. Covering 1852-1859,1874-1878,1900-1904 and 1906-
1908. 2,875 deaths are recorded including slave deaths. Information varied from year to year
but normally included: name of deceased, race, age, gender, marital status, cause of death,
places of birth, residence and death, parents' names and sometimes place of birth of parents.
The condition of the microfilm is bad on some years but was transcribed to the best of my
ability. There about 10 murders, several suicides, deaths from the cholera epidemic of 1854,
diphtheria, starvation and other causes. Also shown are some deaths occurring in other
counties who never lived in Warren Co plus many families from Barren, Allen, Adair, Logan
and Cumberland Co. 151 pages including surname index. $28.00 or $20.00 in the e-book
version.
If purchasing both Warren County Births and Deaths - $50.00.
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RECENT SPEAKER - Eddie Price
Return speaker, Eddie Price, entertained a large audience on October 22, 201S. Complete with humor,
costume and a thorough knowledge of the subject, 1812: Remember the Raisin! The meeting was
held in conjunction with the Mary Wood Weldon Ubrary through the auspices of the Kentucky
Humanities Council.
"Frenchtown, Ft. IVIeigs, Mississinewa, the Battle of Lake Erie, the River Thames, New
Orleans..." Kentucky's contribution in the War of 1812 was vital to the American War effort. This
presentation shows how deeply Kentuckians were involved economically, politically, militarily, and
emotionally. The massacre at River Raisin gave rise to the battle cry of the war: "Remember the
Raisin!" Governor Isaac Shelby left Frankfort to lead troops along the northern frontier and
commanded victorious soldiers at the Battle of the Thames. After all they had sacrificed, Kentuckians
answered the call once more to defend New Orleans. The epic battle on the sugarcane plantations
below the city provided redemption for the young American nation - and for a state seeking to shed
its pioneer image to become one of the more influential states in the union."
A song was written after the Battle which Eddie had us sing along with. See the words before
Queries, this issue.
WE SALUTE THE GLASGOW DAILY TIMES ON ITS ISO'" ANNIVERSARY!
The first issue of The Glasgow Times was published by W. L. Porter and C. C. Forbes on
November 4, 1865. The first issue had the following announcement: "We will send our paper this
morning to everybody in town. We can but venture to hope that it may enlist the Interest of all. Free
from sectarian or partisan bias, we are using our efforts to supply a newspaper devoted solely to the
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local interest of the county, etc." It will be noted that in this month, the state had only been out from
under martial law for one month; federal troops were still on duty!
On April 5,1866, Porter and Forbes turned the paper over to W. B. Munford and C. W. Geers.
They in turn sold to E.Y. Kilgorewith John D. Woods, Editor. In 1880 W. Basil Smith and Harry C. Gorin
were part-owners until 1892. For part of this time, J. M. Richardson was part owner with Smith.
1
Harry Gortn (left) & W. Basil Smith
(right). Courtesy Glasgow Daily Times.
Glasgow Weekly Times in 1879, shown on
Beers & Lanagan map.
Glasgow Daily Times Office in 1939 - Courtesy South Central KY Cultural Center. The office was
located on the square on Race Street.
Throughout the years. The Glasgow Weekly Times, now the Glasgow Daily Times, has served us well.
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Hunters of Klc^tncky, op H^alf
tiORBIZ AND HAnr* A G A TO II.
Ye gentlemen and ladles fair,
Who grace this famous city,
Just listen if you've time to spare*
While I rehearse a ditty;
And for the opportunity
Conceit yourselves quite lucky.
For 'tis not often that you see
A hunter from Kentucky.
Oh Kentucky, the hunters of Kentuckyt
Oh Kentucky, the hunters of Kentucky!
We are a hardy, iree-bom race,
Each man to fear a stranger;
What e'er the game we join in chase.
Despising toll and danger
And if a daring foe annoys,
Whatever his strength and forces,
We'll show him that Kentucky boys
Are alligator horses.
Oh Kentucky, the hunters of Kentucky!
Oh Kentucky, the hunters of Kentucky!
I s'pose you've read it in the prints,
How Packenham attempted
To make old Hickory Jackson wince,
But soon his scheme repented;
For we, with rifles ready cock'd,
Thought such occasion lucky,
And soon around the gen'ral ilock'd
The hunters of Kentucky.
Oh Kentucky, the hunters of Kentucky!
Oh Kentucky, the hunters of KentuckyI
You've heard, 1 s'pose how New-Orleans
Is fam'd for wealth and beauty.
There's girls of ev'ry hue it seems.
From snowy white to sooty
So Packenham he made his brags,
If he in fight was lucky,
He'd have their girls and cotton bags,
In spite of old Kentucky.
Oh Kentucky, the hunters of KentuckyI
Oh Kentucky, the hunters of Kentucky!
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But Jackson he was wide awake,
And was not scar'd at trifles.
For well he knew what aim we take
With our Kentucky rifles.
So he led us down by Cypress swamp.
The ground was low and mucky;
There stood John Bull in martial pomp
And here was old Kentucky.
Oh Kentucky, the hunters of KentuckyI
Oh Kentucky, the hunters of KentuckyI
A bank was rais'd to hide our breasts,
Not that we thought of dying,
But that we always like to rest,
Unless the game is flying.
Behind it stood our little force,
None wished it to be greater,
For ev'ry man was half a horse,
And half an alligator.
Oh Kentucky, the hunters of Kentucky!
Oh Kentucky, the hunters of Kentucky!
They did not let our patience tire.
Before they show'd their faces;
We did not choose to waste our fire,
So snugly kept our places.
But when so near we saw them wink,
We thought it time to stop 'em,
And 'twould have done you good I think,
To see Kentuckians drop 'em.
Oh Kentucky, the hunters of KentuckyI
Oh Kentucky, the hunters of KentuckyI
They found, at last, 'twas vain to f^ht,
Where lead was all their booty,
And so they wisely took to flight.
And left us all the beauty
And now, if danger e'er annoys,
Remember what our trade is.
Just send for us Kentucky boys.
And we'll protect ye, ladles.
Oh Kentuclcy, the hunters of KentuckyI
Oh Kentucky, the hunters of Kentucky!
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ACTIVE QUERIES -WINTER 2015
ABNER-BELCHER-RAMEY; William Lewis Ramey, 138 Village Circle, Glasgow, KY 42141-3400
ALLEN-TURK: Patricia Hollingsworth, 180 Shadow Lane, Jeffersonville, KY 40337
ATKINSON -BYBEE-LAYNE; Glade I. Nelson, 137 Bamberger Road, N. Salt Lake, UT 84054
BALLARD-DURRETT-FANSLER: Betty Durrett, 312 E. Washington St., Glasgow, KY 42141-2632
BARLOW-KILLCREASE-SMITH: Betty R. Prescott, 7 LaSalle Drive, Bangor, ME 04401
BARTLETT-LYON(S)-WILBERT: Margie Gentry, 2796 Etoile Rd., Glasgow, KY 42141
BASS-BOYD-CRUMP; Mrs. James R. Boyd, 1545 Shepherdsville Rd., Hodgenville, KY 42748-9429
BAUGH-BLANTON-PADEN/PEDEN: Mary B. Jones, 108-A Trista Lane, Glasgow, KY 42141-3481
BEAM-HARRISON-STEENBERGEN: Julia K. Braun, 1129 Bradshaw Rd., Austin, KY 42123
BELL-BRANSFORD-PROCTOR: David Lyons, 388 Riherd Estates Rd., Park City, KY 42160
BIRGE-CRUMPTON-HAMLET: Norma J. Draper, 1734 Old Buck Creek Rd., Adolphus, KY 42120
BRADLEY-McCARTNEY-McFADEN; Norma Houston, 10616 Meandering Way, Ft.Smith, AR 72903
BRIDGES-HERNDON- RICHMOND: Ruth Bridges Wood, 156 Lohden Rd., Glasgow, KY 42141
BRIDGES-HUCKABY -PAYNE: Alice K. Kugler, Rt. 1, Box 1060, Cross Timbers, MO 65634-1060
BRITT-CRAWFORD-LANE: Cheyanne C. Zink,630 Moon Lake Dr.-North, Weslaco,TX 78596-9657
BRITT-EDWARDS-SHARP: Darrell Rich, 674 Red Cross Rd., Park City, KY 42160-7527
BROWN-JOHNSON-WILSON: Gary S. Pitcock, 87 Long Hill Rd-So .Windsor, CT 06074-4212
BROWNING-PEDEN-TAYLOR: Greg & Natalie Pate, 3602 Sawmill Circle, Pace, FL 32571-6471
BURD-EDWARDS-HARDY: Chester P. Wilkes, 11626 Lida Rose Dr., San Antonio, TX 78216-3016
BURKE-DICKERSON-LAFFERTY: Donna Craven, 477 Monroe Ave., Glencoe, IL 60022
BURK5-DALE-DEARING: Paul Garland , 4287 Reflections Pkwy, Sarasota, FL 34233
BUTLER-CARVER-HUFFMAN: Laura L. Smith Butler, P.O. Box 247, Burkesville, KY 42717
CAMPBELL-OLDHAM-SPEAR: Mary G. Hull, 518 Fulton St., Keokuk, lA 52632-5632
CARVER-UNE-PECK: Martha P. Harrison, 1786 Capital Hill Ch. Rd, Fountain Run, KY 42133-8544
COLE-JESSIE-SPARKS: Barbara Pendleton, 833 No. Green Street, Glasgow, KY 42141
COOMER-PENDLETON-YATES: Dorothy J. Weidner, c/o Charlotte O'Dea, 320 So. Cain St., Clinton, IL 61727-2304
COPAS-MORRIS-REID: Lindell Morris, 2423 Fulton Ave., Davenport, lA 52803
CRAIN-GERALD-MARTIN; Crystal B. Talbott, P.O. Box 6497, Maryville, TN 37802-6497
CRAWFORD-EMMERT-JOBE; James R. Jobe, 512 Amberwood Way, Euharlee, GA 30145-2736
CRAWFORD-LYONS-STUART: Rebekah Lyons, 388 Riherd Est. Rd., Park City, KY 42160
CREECH-DEAN-WINN: Lloyd Dean, 6770 U.S. Hwy 60-E, Morehead, KY 40351-9035
CURD-ELLIS-TRIGG: Dan Curd, 737 Jenifer St., Madison, Wl 53703-3530
CURD-GRAY-OVERSTREET: Rod Mackler, 944 N. Potomac St., Arlington, VA 22205-1650
DAVENPORT-McGARY-STEENBERGEN: Julian G. Steenbergen, 8402 Zier Rd., Yakima, WA 98908
DAVIDSON (Harris/Harrison, Chris, & Ernest): Dr. Wayne Davidson, 38845 Bronson Dr., Sterling Heights,
Ml 48310
DAVIS-FRAZIER-WALLER: Martha J. Thomas, 1552 Oil City Rd., Glasgow, KY 42141
DAVIS-HOOTS-MAYBERRY: Naomi Edmunds, 7438 Old Bowling Green Rd, Glasgow, 42141
DENNEY-ROSS-TURNER; Jane T. Hamm, 3507 Pinecone Circle, Louisville, KY 40241
DOYLE-ROGERS-WELLS: Beverly Brannan, 617 E St.-NE, Washington, DC, 20002-5229
DuVAL-HARLOW-McGLOCKLIN: Connie Branch, 1605 Nathan Lane, Herndon, VA 20170
EATON-WEST: Eleanor Scheman, 2135 W. OIney Ave., Phoenix, AZ85041
EDWARDS-HARDY-OWEN: Dean H. Lewis, P.O. Box 409, Medanales, NM 87548-0409
EDWARDS-RYAN-JONES: Patricia R. Edwards, 113 Adairland Court, Glasgow, KY 42141
FARRIS-FISHBACK-WHITE :Nancy F. Wills, 20617 Parkside Cir, Potomac Falls, VA 20165-17X2
FISHER-LANDRUM-MARTIN: John Paul Grady, 4218 Oxhill Rd., Spring, TX 77388-5752
FOLDEN-PITCOCK/PIDCOCK-THOMERSON; John R. Pitcock, 7110 Rolling Creek Blvd., Louisville, KY 40228-1346
GARNER-HARLOW-WILLIAMS: Shirley M. Harlow, 141 Pleasant View Dr., Glasgow, KY 42141
GARNETT: Cynthia Ware, 316 Arcadia St., Hurst, TX 76053
GOODNIGHT-LANDRUM: Nancy Sterling Tyler, 6031 Lloyd Court, Dallas, TX75252-2676
GORDON-HYMAN-JACOBS: Judy D. Jones, P.O. Box 237, Tijeras, NM 87059
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GORIN-LAUGHERY-PYLE: Sandl Gorin, 205 Clements Ave., Glasgow, KY 42141-3409
GREER-PIPER: Maria Greer, 1516 Owl Spring Rd., Glasgow, KY 42141
HARBISON-NEVILLE-NUNN: Kay Harbison, 4099 Randolph-Summer Shade Rd.,Summer Shade, KY 42166
HAYES-HERRING-WILSON: Diana Laubenstein,19126 Liggett St., Northridge, CA 91324
HAZELIP-MADISON-RIGDON: Bonnie Dillon 2571 Edgehill Dr., Lexington, KY 40510-9710
HESTAND-PENNINGTON-STEEN: EdwinaWarner, 1203 So. Pope St., Benton, IL 62812
HODGKINS-PAGE-REDFORD: Ann J. Leger, 603 Greenbrier Dr., Silver Spring, MD 20910
HOLTON-McDANIEL-SHUFFETT: Michael McDanlel, 202Tyne Rd., Louisville, KY 40207
HOUCK-KINSLOW-McCUE: Wanda Houck, 599 Newlin Court, Lawrenceville, GA 30046-6240
HURT-PAINE: Patricia Cole Paine, 708 Cleveland Ave., Glasgow, KY 42141-9712
MORAN-RITTER; Catherine M. Shaw, 875 Dry Run Road, Beech Creek, PA16822-8022
MOSBY-KING-WILSON: Leight & Margaret Wilson, 9114 Glover Lane, Louisville, KY 40242
NORRIS-SYKES/SIKES-WADE: Betty J. Christiansen,3621 GeorgiaSt-,NE, Albuquerque, NM 87110-1434
OWENS: Susan Wilkinson,. P.O. Box 54, Mammoth Cave, KY 42259
PATTERSON-PIPKIN-SWINDELL/SWINDLE: Karen Asche, 201 Florence Ave., Medford, OR 97504
POAGE: Rev. Dr. Bennett D. Poage, 297 Rosemont Garden, Lexington, KY 40503
RECTOR-RICHEY: Robert R. RIchey, 3019 Franks Road, New Franklin, OH 44216


















BOYD, Mrs. James R.





BUTLER, Laura L *
BUTLER, Terri
CALHOUN, L. E. ♦
CANNON, W. J. ♦
CHRISTIANSEN, Mrs. Betty J.
CLAYWELL, Sandra












211 New Salem Road
2731 Tompklnsville Road
17802 N. 23''' Avenue
4828 Corydon Lane
2220 New Salem Road
1545 Shepherdsville Road
1605 Nathan Lane
617 E. Street Lane
1129 Bradshaw Lane
360 Brooks Road
4930 Temple Hill Road
P. O. Box 247
905 Port Road #10
10547 Finney Road
1008 Ironwood Drive
3621 Georgia Street, NE






















Summer Shade, KY 42166




Bowling Green, KY 42103-6202
Albuquerque, NM 87110-1434
Glasgow, KY 42141




CROSS, Willie G. *











FISHER, Thurman E. *
FLEMING, Linda S. *
FOUTCH, Dan
GARDNER, Woody L. *
GARLAND, Paul
GARRISON, Jimmy & Dana
GENTRY, Margie











HARRISON, Martha Powell *









JONES, Robert M. *
KERLEY, James R. *
KINGREY, Mrs. Leonard
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12120 Mil Pitrero Road







6770 U. S. 60 East
131 Beverly Hills Drive
2571 Edgehill Drive
65 Erie Crescent
1734 Old Buck Creek Road
312 East Washington
7438 Old Bowling Green
113 Adairland Court
P. O. Box 653
270 l'*Avenue, Apt.6B
900 S. Green Street








1516 Owl Spring Road





141 Pleasant View Drive








P. O. Box 237
108-A Trista Lane




Highland Ridge, Apt. 134,
180 Scottie Drive
Route 91, Box 1060
100 Harwood Street
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Rd Summer Shade, KY 42166
Rancho Cordova, CA 95760-4811
Glasgow, KY 42141


































MYERS, Louella K. *
NAGEL, Dorothy*




PATE, Greg & Natalie
PAYNE, Patricia






POAGE, Rev. Dr. Bennett D.
POWELL, Tonia Trull *








RIHERD, Mrs. Shelley T.
RUBY, Nell E.











Highland Ridge, Apt. 137
180 Scottie Drive
51 White Acres Dr., P O Box 409
P. O. Box 409
388 Riherd Estates Road
388 Riherd Estates Road
202Tyne Road
2511 Atchison Avenue
944 No. Potomac Street





1313 Dripping Springs Road
8300 NW Barry Rd. #217
P. O. Box 10037
137 Bamberger Road
P. O. Box 96




5888 Bowling Green Road
3480 Blueridge Drive
822 North Greet Street
979 Stoval Road
87 Long Hill Road












9099 West Bass Lake Road
2045 Essex Drive
2135 West OIney Avenue
55 Windy Hill Road









Cave City, KY 42127-9158
Medanales, NM 87548-0409
Park City, KY 42160










Kansas City, MO 64153-1634
Murfreesboro, TN 37129
No. Salt Lake, UT 84054
Hiseville, KY 42152
Glasgow, KY 42142














Park City, KY 42160-7527
Glasgow, KY 42141-7862
Bowling Green, KY 42101




Sun Prairie, Wl 53590-3779
Phoenix, AZ 85041
Glasgow, KY 42141
Beech Creek, PA 16822-8022
Bowling Green, KY 42103-2421





















WILSDON, Diane C. *
WILSON, M/M Leight




ZINK, Cheyanne C. *
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ADDRESS
8402 Zier Road
P. O. Box 6497
70S Leslie Avenue





18817 Star Hill Lane
316 Arcadia Street
1203 South Pope Street
320 South Cain Street
14456 E. 2650 North Road
5407 Springfield Drive
9315 Dean Road
11626 Lida Road Drive
P. 0. Box 54
20617 Parkside Circle
1175 W. Baseline Road
9114 Glover Lane
609 South Green Street
156 Lohden Road
8506 Gregory Way
3200 Hickory Stick Road

















San Antonio, TX 78216-3016
Mammoth Cave, KY 42259






Oklahoma City, OK 73120-5501
Weslaco, TX 78596
EXCHANGE AND LIBRARY MEMBERSHIP LISTING FOR 2015
Adair Co. Gen. Society P. 0. Box 613 Columbia, KY 42728
Decatur Gen. Society P. 0. Box 1548 Decatur, IL 62525
Fort Worth Public Library 500 West 3"* Street Ft. Worth, TX 76102
Gen. Society of Central MO P. 0. Box 26 Columbia, MO 65205
Green Co. Historical Society P. 0. Box 276 Greensburg, KY 42743
Hart Co. Historical Society P. 0. Box 606 Munfordville, KY 42765
Hoosier Gen-IN Hist. Society 450 W. Ohio Street Indianapolis, IN 46202
Hopkins Co. Gen. Society P. 0. Box 51 Madisonville, KY 42431
Hopkins Co. Gen. Society P. 0. Box 624 Sulphur Springs, TX 75482
KY Genealogical Society P. 0. Box 153 Frankfort, KY 40602
Louisville Gen. Society P. 0. Box 5164 Louisville, KY40255
Macon Historical Society P. 0. Box 231 Lafayette, TN 37083
NSDAR Library 1776 D Street NW Washington, DC 20006
Old Buncombe Co Gen. Society P. 0. Box 2122 Ashville, NC 28802
Pellissippi Gen. Society P. 0. Box 148 Clinton, TN 37717-0148
Southern CA Gen. Society 417 Irving Drive Burbank, CA 91503
Southern IN Gen. Society P. 0. Box 665 New Albany, IN 47150
Southern KY Gen. Society P. 0. Box 1782 Bowling Green, KY 42102
St. Louis Gen. Society P. 0. Box 43010 St. Louis, MO 63143
Surry Genealogical Society P. 0. Box 997 Dodson, NC 27017
Taylor Co. Historical Society P. 0. Box 148 Campbellsville, KY 42719
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NAME ADDRESS
VA-NC Piedmont Gen. Society
Watauga Assn. of Genealogists




Simpson Co. Hist. Society, Inc.
The Fllson Club
Allen Co. Public Library -
Genealogy Periodicals
Dallas Public Library-Serials
Family Search - Library Rights
KY Lib. Special Collections
Lexington Public Library
Los Angeles Public Library
Cincinnati Public Lib. Acquisitions




P. 0. Box 2272
P. O. Box 117
P. 0. Box 291
504 - 7'" Street
P.O. 80X316
206 N. College Street
1310 S. 3'" Street
P. O. Box 2270
1515 Young Street
50 E. N. Temple Rm. 545
1906 College Heights Blvd 11092
140 E. Main Street
630 West 5"' Street
800 Vine Street










Ft. Wayne, IN 46801
Dallas, TX 75201
Salt Lake City, UT 84150
Bowling Green, KY 43101
Lexington, KY 40507




GIFT MEMBERSHIPS - FALL 2015
SCHOOLS. LIBRARIES. SPEAKERS. WINNERS OF MABEL SHELBY WELLS ESSAY CONTEST
Austin Tracy School






Jonathan Jeffrey, MSS Folklore
Archives WKU
Library of Congress
Mary Wood Weldon Library
Metcalfe Co. Public Library
North Jackson Elem. School
Park City Elem. School
Pogue Special Coll. Lib.
Temple Hill School
247 Austin Tracy Road
507 Trojan Trail
4601 New Salem Road





10 First Street, NE
1530 S. Green Street
P. O. Box 626
2002 N. Jackson Highway











































575 Oak Hill School Road
175 Windsong Drive
70 Greenlawn Drive





Fountain Run, KY 42133
Shepherdsvllle, KY 40165
Baltimore, MD 21212
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Greetings-,
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ABNER,JOHN 63 BARTON,MARTHA 78
ABNER 30 58,63 BASIL,VIOLA 102
ADAMS,HARRY F 81 BASS,JOSIAH 16
ALBERSHART,HARRY L 19 BASS 59
.HARRY RICHARD 70 BATES,COLONEL 45
. LINNIE ANNE DEHUFF 19 BAUGH 59
. WILLIAM 19 BEAM 59
ALEXANDER,INGRAM 78 BEATTY,OREN 102
. JUDGE 36 . ROY 102
. LINDA 71 . RUTH 102
. WILLIAM 32 BELCHER 30,58
ALLEN,MRS 84 BELL,JOHN 64
ALLEN 30,58 MISS 17
ANDERSON,A H 73 BELL 46,48- 49, 59
ARNOLD,H 33 BENNINGFIELD,
MATILDA F 33 ARLAND W 103
ARRINGTON 17 BERRY,DOC 74
ASCHE,KAREN 60 TOM 47
ASHER.MR 46 BEWLEY,BEPT.KY 50
ATCHISON,TEX 14 GARY 71
ATKINSON,J W 101 BINGHAM,ISABELLA 16
. PAUL 102 BINGHAM 16
. PAULINE 102 BIRD,HARVEY 63
ATKINSON 58 BIRGE 30,59
ATWOOD,TOM 74 BISHOP,TOOTIE 35
AUSTIN,CHARLES C 81 BLACK,J 6 34
JAMES 80 BLAIR,VERNIE 34
AUTRY,GENE 14 BLAKE,ROBERT 71
BACON,ARTIE 101-102 BLAND,OSA 63
. CHART.F.S 102 RAYMOND 63
. DAISY 102 BLANTON 59
. DAN 102 BOATMAN,ROBERT 54
. ELMER 102 BODIE 29
. EMMA 101-102 BOLES,TOM 34
. HANIE 102 BOLES 83
. HOWIE 102 BONAPARTE,JOSEPHINE 13
. JACKIE 101 BOON,DANL 15
. MARTHA 101-102 BOONE,DANIEL 1
. ONA 101 . ELIZA 98
. ORA 102 . JANE ELLIS 1
. PEARL 101-102 . JESSE 1
BAILEY,BALLARD 32 . JOHN BRENT 1
TAYLOR 33 . MERRYMAN 1
BAIRD,R B 63 . PRICE 1
BAIRD 63 . WOODFORD 1
BAKER,ARTHUR 63 BORDERS , BERKT.RY 50
. HAZEL 73 BOTTS,STEPHEN 71
. PHOEBE 63 BOVIS,GEORGE EARL 9
. VIOILET GRACE 63 BOWLES,B C 32
. WILLIAM 53 . DAVID S 32-33
BAKER 54 . JULIA H 32
BAT.nOCK 97 . JUNIE 6
BALL,ELLA 81 . W P 32
BALLARD,ANNIE 63 BOYD,JAMES R MRS 59
. VANCE 63 RICHARD 100
. WILLIE 63 BOYD 59
BALLARD 58 BRADFORD 81
BARLOW, JOHNNY 51 BRADLEY,SAM ED REV 83
BARLOW 16, 30,59 BRADLEY 30,59
BARNES,CLANDY 34 BRADSHAW,E LOISE 50
BARRICK, . LUCIAN 50
WILLIAM EDMUNDS 73 . MORGAN JR 50















































. LITTLETON C 63











M J MRS 55
PEARL 101-102
ROBT 50
BYBEE , A F 97
. BETTIE 96
. CHRISTOPHER T 96 . CAROLINE 98 . SAMUEL WALTER 99
. ELIZA WATT 96 . CASSANDRA PHILPOTT 77 . SAMUEL 76 ,98-99
. EMER 96 . CASSANDRA 78 . SARAH 77 ,97-98
. FLORA BELL 77 . CHARLES 77 . SUSANNA 77
. FRANK MRS 24 . CORDELIA 97 . THOMAS N 98
. HENRY CLAY 96 . CRITTON G 98 . THOMAS NUNN 98
. JEMIMIA E 96 . EDMUND 77 . VELMA 100
. JOHN L 96 . ELIZA BOONE 98 . VIRGIE 77
. JOSEPH J 96 . ELIZA FRANCIS 98 . WALTER E 100
. JOSEPH 96 . ELIZABETH 77 . WILLIA 77
. LILLIE 96 . ELIZABETH D PACE 76 . WILLIAM HENRY 75 -76,99
. MARK DOUGHERTY 96 . ELIZABETH D 96 . WILLIAM J 77,98
. MARY A 97 . ELIZABETH FRANCIS 99 . WILLIAM JACKSON 99
. MARY WILSON 97 . ELIZABETH MURRELL 98 . WILLIAM WINCHESTER 97
. MARY 96 . ELIZABETH SARTIN 98 . WILLIAM 77
. MATTIE 96 . ELIZABETH 76 97 -98 . WILLIE ANN NUNN 76
. MINNIE 96 . EMMA DOUGHERTY 99 . WILLIE ANN 77-78
. NANCY F 96 . FANNIE HARBISON 98 CLAYTON 16
. NANCY 96-97 . FRANCES 76 ,78 CLAYWELL,SANDRA 60
. NANNY 96 . FRANCIS NICHOLS 99 CLOSSON,IDA GERTRUDE 10
. SALLIE BELLE 97 . GIDEON 77 COBERLY,GUY WALLACE 10
. SALLIE C 97 . HENRY 76--77-78 COLE,JOHN 5
. SANFORD R 97 . JACKSON 100 COLEY,BEN 51
. THOMAS MUNFORD 97 . JACOB 76 ,77 . BETTY ANN 51
. W ELY 97 . JAMES 76-77 . WILLIE 51
. WALTER M 97 . JANE STOVALL 77 COLEY6,BETTY 51
BYBEE 58 . JOE 98 COMBS,W P 55
CABLE,EDDY 101 . JOHN W 77 COOMBS,W P 55,83
CAKE,GEO. 24 . JONATHAN 76-77 COOMER 30,59
CALVERT,LOUIS 63 . JOSEPH JEFFERSON 97 COONEY,REUBEN 74
WAYNE 63 . JOSEPH 76 96-98 COPAS 30,59
CAMMPBELL 53 . JOSEPHUS 98 COPPINS,BOB 34
CAMPBELL, . KATIE ANN LAWSON 99 CORNWALLIS,LORD 2
ALEXANDER REV 52 . LAURA 77 COURTS,JOHN 62
CARPENTER,DEBORAH 33 . LAWRENCE LEMON 98 COX,DAVID 33
CARTER,CELIA 51 . LESLIE 77 . ELLEN 33
. F C 80 . LEWS S 98 . MARGARET 74
. MATTIE 57 . LUCINDA HARPER 77 . SAMUEL 74
CARTER 16 ,59 . LUCINDA 77 ,98 COZINE 16
CARVER, EWIE 50 . LUCY 77 CRAIN 59
. EWY 50 . MALISSA 97 CRAVEN,DONNA 59
. RAD 60 . MARY ANN EDWARDS 77 OSA 63
. TOMPIE 50 . MARY C 77 CRAWFORD 30, 59
CHAMBERS,MARGARET M T 62 . MARY E 100 CREATH 53
CHAPEL,JEAN 14 . MARY 77 CREECH 59,103
CHAPLIN,CLYDE 63 . MATTIE WARDER 99 CREEL,REV 53
EARL CARVER 63 . MORRIS 77 CRENSHAW, SALLY 80
CHAPLINE,HELEN 2 . MR 76 CROCKETT,ALAN 14
WILLIAM 2 . NANCY FERRIS 96 CROSSFIELD,R H 53
CHAPMAN,JANE E 80 . NANCY G PACE 76 CRUMP,BENAMINE 2
. MARY JANE 80 . NANCY G 98 -99 . BENEDICT 2
. ROBERT H 80 . NANCY 76 ,78 . HAVILAH 2
. SARAH ANN 80 . NATHANIEL 77 CRUMP 59
CHRISTIANSEN,BETTY J 30 . ORA 77 CRUMPTON 30,59
60 . PALVENEURE G 99 CRUMRINE,BOYD 86,88
CHRISTIE,W C 34 . PATSEY 77 CRUSE,EVA 63
CHRISTMAS,MAGGIE 74 . PERVANIA 78 CURD,ALANSON TRIGG 2
CLACK, MARY 80 . PURVANIA 77 . BEVERLY DANIEL 2
CLARK,ANNIE 77 . QUINTILLA 99 . BRUD 2-3
. ASSINETTE 77 . RUBIE 77 . DAN 30,59
. BERTHA 77 . RUTH 76 ,78 . DANIEL BOONE 1,3
. CAP 77 . SALLIE ANN 98 . DANIEL 1-2,4
. CAROLINE SARTIN 97 . SALLIE 78 . EDWARD 1




. HAVILAH "PRICE" 2
. HAIDEN TRIGG 2
. HAVTLAH 68
. HELEN CHAPLINE 2
. JAMES 1
. JOHN BRENT 2
. JOHN JR 1
. JOSEPH 1
. LETITIA Y 72
. LETICIA MOSBY 68
. LETITIA YOUNG MOSBY 3
. LUCY BRENT 1-2
. MARIAH LUCINDA STARK 3
. MARTHA ANN EDMUNDS 2
. MARY ANN WILLIS 3
. OBEDIAH 73
. PATSY "FANNIE" 2
. PRICE 3
. WILL CHAPLINE 2
CURD 30,59
CURRIE,C 62
. EDWARD M 62














. HENRY JR 63
. HENRY 63
. J W 62






























































. J C 62
. J 62
. JAMES C 62























. EDMUND ALEXANDER 6




. JUNIE BOWLES 6
. MARTHA ANN 2
. MARY ANN PENN 5
. MARY ANN 6
. NAOMI 30,59
















. MARY ANN 77
. NANCY ELLEN WITHROW 77
. NANCY 76
. NAOME A 80
. PATRICIA R 30,59
. WILLIAM 77
EDWARDS 30,59





GEO J JR 82
GEORGE J III 83
GEORGE J 81
GEORGE J JR 83











. G HORACE 63
. LUCAS 91-92
. MARGARET 63
. MARTHA PERRY 63
. TIM 91
. VALERIE 91





























M E WILCOXON 99













. SUSAN E 80




FOX,MARTHA DEE WELLS 100
FRANCIS,BUD 74
FRANK,PETER 62
. ROBERT GRAHAM 54
. SARAH 62
FRANKLIN,














































































. NAOMI 37,38 ,40
. NETTIE 51
. R H DR 51 ,52
. RICHARD 40
. SHERIFF 74
. WILLIAM II 40







































































MISS 99 HOWELL,FANNIE 74 MRS 25
HATCHER 81 T C 34 KILLCREASE 30,59
HATES 59 HUCKABY 59 KING 30, 60
HAYNES 16 HUFFMAN, AMBROSE 100-101 KINNAIRD.MISS 74
HAYNIE.W PRESTON 37 RENN 101 KINSLOW,ANNIE 100
HA2ELIP,W L 99 HULLET,LITTLETON 33 . CLAUDE 50
HAZELIP 30 , 59 HUMES,WILL 63 . GINA 3
HEATH, BARBARA 37 , 39 HUMPHEY, LENNIE 32 KINSLOW 59
HELM,BEN HARDIN COL 48 HUMPHREY,ELISABETH 32 KIRBY,GEORGE 51
HELTON,ELIZABETH 78 WILLIAM 32 . NEVA ELLA 51,74
. MARY 78 HUMPHRY,DE LPHY 81 . NORA ELLA 74
. NATHANIEL 78 HUNT, MARTHA 32 . PEARL ADELINE 51
HENLEY. JIMMY 51 HUNTER,ELLEN G 64 KIRGAN,CURTIS 64
HENSLEY,PATSY 76 . TEDDY 64 SALVIA J 64
HENSLEY 51 . W F 64 KUGLER,ALICE K 59
HERNDON 30 ,59 HURT,CHICK 14 LAFFERTY 59
HERRING 59 HURT 60 LANDERS,LOLLIE 84
HERRON,MANSFIELD 63 HUSKISON,FANNIE BELLE 51 LANDRUM,ROMIE 50
. WILLIAM AT.BERT . SARAH ANN 51 LANDRUM 30,59
THOMAS 63 . WILEY 51 LANDURM 59
HESTAND 30 ,59 . WILLIE 51 LANE,ALAN ROCKY 18 ,19,70
HICKS,MINFORD 34 HYMAN 30 ,59 . ALAN/ALLAN 20
HIGGINSON, HttMPHREY 38 JACKSON, . ALFRED 10
HILL,C L 24 . ELIZABETH JANE 64 . BESSIE G 10
RILEY 73 . GEORGE 64 . IDA GERTGRUDE
HITCH, . HAROLD 64 CLOSSON 10
. HENRIETTA EGLINTINE 62 JACOBS 30 ,59 . ROCKY 20,71
. JOHN 62 JAMES,RUSSELL 73 . THELMA 10
. MARTHA A V E 62 JAMESON, JAMES B 62 LANE 59
HOBBS,AMELIA 41 . PEFMELIA 62 LANEY,BRENDA 29
. KATURAH BARNES 45 ,46 JEWELL, LATROBE,BENJAMIN F 46
48 . GORIN HENDERSON 64 LAUBENSTEIN,DIANA 59
HODGKINS 59 . LEONARD 64 LAUGHERY 30
HOLLANDER,GREGG 3,4 JOBE,JAMES R 59 LAVENDER,SARAH 5
HOLLY 3,4 RANDY 61--62 , 66 LAWRENCE,HURON 51
HOLLINGSWORTH, JOBE 59 LAWSON,JOHN W 10
PATRICIA 30 ,58 JOHNSON,A BELL 13 KATIE ANN 99
HOLMES,A BELL JOHNSON 13 . CLARENCE 64 LAYNE 58
. ABRAHAM GEORGE DR 13 . GENERAL 47 LEE,GEORGETTA 70
. CATHERINE GIBBS 14 . WILLIE 64 . KENNETH 31
. DR 14 JOHNSON 30 ,59 . ROBERT E 6
. FLOYD "SALTY DOG''13--14 JOLLY,DUDLEY 32 . WILLIAM 6
. GEORGE H "DEE" 14 . FRED 64 LEECH,J S DR 82
. J J 13 . H W 83 JOE S DR 55
. JAMES 14 . JIM 64 LEECH 61
. JOHN JAMES . RACHEL 64 LEEPER,BETTY 77
VANLANDINGHAM 13 . ROSIE 64 . ELIZABETH C 77
. JOHN 14 JONES,J C 74 . JAMES 77
. JOSEPHINE BONAPARTE 13 . JUDY D 30 ,59 . WILLIAM 77
. JOSEPHINE 14 . MARY B 59 LEGER,ANN J 59
. MARY PARIS 14 . MARY BRIDGES 71 LEMONS, JAMES WILLIAM 64
. MILLY LEA 14 . SARAH CLEMENTINE 57 LESLIE,GLADYS 19
. ROBERT JOHN 14 JONES 30 ,59 LESSENBERRY,ROBERT 83
. WENDELL 14 JORDON,EUGENE H 73 LEWIS,DEAN H 30,59
HOLTON 59 . JERRY 73 . HENRIETTA SHEPHERD 6
HOOTS 30, 59 . MARY 73 . IVY 101
HOUCHENS,BUD 50 KERNEY, JOE 64 . MOLLIE 101
ERVIN 50 KETTLE,ANDREW 64 . PEARL 70
HOUCK,WANDA 59 KEY.ELIZABETH 37--39 . PERNIE? 101
HOUCK 59 THOMAS 38 LIGHTFOOT,
HOUSTON,NORMA 30, 59 KIDWELL, ISHAM D 78 . CHART ,F,S NORTON 11
HOVINE 16 LEROY M 64 . GRANVILLE EARL 11
HOWARD,M J 96 KILGORE,E Y 108 . JOHN 11
. MARGARET ELIZABETH 11 . ROBERT 81 McCOY, MARY 64
LINCOLN,ABRAHAM 99 . SALLIE F 81 McCUE 59
LITTELL 106 . SALLY CRENSHAW 80 McDANIEL,MICHAEL 59
LOCK,MARY CLACK 80 . SAMUEL 80 McDANIEL 9, 59
. POLLY MERRIDA 80 . SARAH T^NN CHAE^4AN 80 McDONAT.n, NEIL 86
. TABITHA HALL 80 . SARAH ELIZABETH 80 McFADEN 30,59
LOCK 80 . SUSAN E FORD 80 McFERRAN,JUDGE 25
LOCKE,ABEL McGEE 80 . W H 80 McGARY 59
. ANNA B 80 . WILLIAM D 80 McGEE,ABEL 80
. ANNA McCOMBS 80 . WILLIAM H 81 McGEE 29
. B F 80 . WILLIAM 80 -81 McGLOCKLIN 59
. CATHERINE EDWARDS 81 LOGAN, INDIA P 48 McMECHAN,DONNA 59
. DAVID SR 80 WILLIAM 2 McMILEN AMANDA 62
. DAVID 80 LOVING, MISS 97 WILLIAM F 62
. DELPHY HUMPHRY 81 LOW,E A MISS 74 McMILLEN,M 62
. DORINDA DICKSON 80 LYLE,G G 34 McMURTREY 18
. ELIZABETH BROOKS 80 LYON (S) 59 McRAY 16
. ELIZABETH 80 LYONS,CARRIE 26 McROBERTS,ANNIE 8
. ELLA BALL 81 . DAVID 26 ,59 MEADOR,ISABELLA 45
. ELVIRA EDWARDS 80 . HAYLEY 26 MEDLEY,
. FRANCES ANN WHEELER 80 . JOY MEDUEY 26 . ELIZABETH ISBELL 26
. FRANCES EDWARADS 80 . REBEKAH 26, 30 ,59 . JOY 26
. GEORGE F 80 LYONS 30 ,59 MEEK, THOMAS 37
. GEORGE 80 MACKLER,ROD 30 ,59 MEEKS,ANN 38, 40
. HENRIETTA WILLIAMS 81 MADISON 30 ,59 THOMAS 38
. ISAAC N 80 MALONE,MAMIE 11 MELL,A W 68
. J A 80 MALONEY 73 MERRIDA,POLLY 80
. J H 80 MARRS 103 MERRIL,W E COLONEL 94
. JACOB B 81 MARTIN,WOODFORD 2 MESERVE,JOHN BARTLET 56
. JACOB H 80 MARTIN 30 , 59 MEYERHOFF,SAYRA WELLS 36
. JACOB J 80 MASTERS,J W 53 MILLER,CALEB W 62
. JACOB JR 80 MATTHEWS, GRANDVILLE 101 . CAROLINE 62
. JAMES E 80 . GRANVILLE 100 . F T 62
. JAMES 80 . HAROLD 34 . JAMES 62
. JANE E CHAPMAN 80 . JAMES 74 . ROBERT 62
. JINNY A 80 . VERA 101-102 . TABITHA 62
. JOHN H 80 MATTHEWS 29 MILLER 81
. JOHN W 80 MAUK, BENJAMIN H 80 MITCHELL,HASCAL 83
. JOHN 80 MAYBERRY 30 ,59 MITCHILL,SAMUEL L DR 22
. LAURA BELLE 81 MAYFIELD,VELMA 66 SAMUEL L 24
. LOIUSA 81 McCANNON,BENJAMIN B 12 MONROE ,AT.FTHA HATCHER 9
. LUCINDA F 80 . FLORY 12 . BESSIE KATHERINE 64
. MAGDELAIN DUKE 80 . HAZEL 12 . GREEN 64
. MARGARET 80 . MARCIA 12 . JOHN GLYSEBROOK 9
. MARTHA E 80 . ROBERT 12 . NATHANIEL PERRY 9
. MARTHA EDWARDS 81 . VIRGINIA 12 . SAM 64
. MARTHA HALL 80 McCartney 30 ,59 MOOE,ANNIE 102
. MARTHA JANE 80 McCAULEY,APRIL 68 MOORE,ANN ELIZA 15
. MARY B MUSGROVE 80 McCOMBS,ANNA 80 . ANN 16
. MARY CHAPMAN 80 McCONNELL,FANNY 11 . ANNIE P 102
. MARY F SANDERS 80 . HARRIET UBERTO - . ANNIE PEARL 101
. MARY FRANCES 80 "BERT" 12 . AUBREY 102
. MARY JANE CHAPMAN 80 . JOHN 12 . BASS 16
. MARY 80 . LEWIS 12 . BETSY 16
. MILLY 80 . LILLY 12 . BETTIE 15
. NANCY DEAN 80 . LUCY 12 . ELIZA 16
. NANCY FITZGERRIL 80 . LUTHER 12 . ELIZABETH HARBISON 15
. NANCY JANE 80 . MARY DELILA 12 . ELLA 101-102
. NANCY 80 -81 . MAUDE 12 . EVA MAY 101
. NAOMB A EDWARDS 80 . MEAKE E 12 . GRACE 102
. POLLY 80 . SIMEON 12 . HAMILTON 15
. RICHARD D 80 McCONNELL 12 . ISABELLA 16






































. H C/HENRY CLAY 34
. LINDELL/LINELL 30,59




. HENRY J 32
. JOHN THOMAS 91
. LORIE JO RAGLE 91
MOSBY,BURWELL 8
. LETICIA 68
. LETITIA YOUNG 3
. MARGARET V MOUNT 8







































. JOSEPH C 78




. MARTHA BARTON 78






. WILLIE ANN 76,78
. WILLIE 78























. ELIZABETH D 76





. GREENVILLE THOMPSON 96
. HERMAN W 96
. J R 32




. LONDON P 96
. LUCINDA THOMPSON 96
. LUCY 96
. MARY BAKER STONE 96
. MATILDA PATTERSON 96
. NANCY G 76
. NANCY GATEWOOD 98
. NANCY 96







. W I 96
. WILLIAM I 77-78,98
. WILLIAM INGRAM 78,96






















. AMELIA HOBBS 41
.CAROLUS JUDKINS 45,48
. CHARLES LEWIS 45
. COLUMBUS A(DOLPHUS) 45
. COLUMBUS 48
. FRANKLIN MORGAN 45
. JASPER 41,46
. K F 48
. KATURAH 45
. KELION F(RANKL1N)45,4 6
. KELION 47-48
. LAURA CLAY 45
. LILY LOUISA
PLEASANTS 45
. RUTH ELEANOR 45
. WASHINGTON 45








































































. MARY SUE 98 TAYLOR 59 VAUGHN 59
. NATHANEL 78 TERRY,WILLIAM S IV 104 VEACH,MARSHALL 61, 62
. NATHANIEL R 46 TESTER,JON 20 . 65-66
. NOAH 55 THARP(E),WALLACE C 51 , 53 VEECH,JUDGE 86
. ROTH 62 THOMAS,MARTHA J 30 , 59 VELU2AT,ELIZA 99
. SARAH 78 THOMERSON 59 . EUGENE 99
. SUSANNAH JANE 12 THOMPSON,C T 49 . FANNIE 99
. W BASIL 108 . ELIZABETH J 10 . HENRY 99
. WILLIAM 78 THOMPSON 16 . JOHN 99
SMITH 2 30,59 TIELL,RAMZI 3 . LEWIS 99
SMOOT,JOHNNIE 50 TIPPETT,JAMES CAMPBELL 9 . MARY SHIRLEY 99
SNODDY,BENJAMIN A 34 TITLE,BARBARA "BOBBY' 11 . MILLIE 99
. CLAIRY A 34 BOBBY 12 . RAYMOND 99
. E L 32 TOLLE,W D 32 . WADE 98-99
. HERMIT 34 TRABUE,BENORA 62 VIERS,OWEN 29
. JAMES 2 . E 62 R A 29
. SAMUEL 33 . ELIZABETH MARY 62 VINSON,MARY 64
. W S 32 . G W 62 WADE,MAUDE 64
. WILLIAM A 34 . GEORGE W 52 WADE 30
SPENCER,RICHARD 51 . J E 62 WAGNER,CHRISTOPHER 88
STAN?,EDDY 101 . J R 62 WALKER,J F 55
STANLEY,OWSLEY GOV 54 . JOSEPH E 62 WALLACE,AL 60
WILLIAM E 54 . SARAH ANN 62 WALLER 30,59
STARK,MARIAH LUCINDA 3 TRAVIS,ANNIE 102 WARD,HATTIE 51
STEEL 53 . IVY 101 WARDER,CHARLES A 97
STEEN 30,59 . MATTIE 102 . E M 74
STEENBERGEN,JULIAN G 59 . MOLLIE 101 . EDWIN E 97
TODD 36 . PERNIE? 101 . JOSEPH V 97
STEENBERGEN 59-60 . RUIE 101-102 . MATTIE 99
STEFFEY,MRS 84 TRIGG,ALAN 73 . N LILLIAN 97
STERRETT,J W MRS 73 . FANNIE SAUNDERS 2 . SALLIE E 97
J W 73 . HAIDEN 2 ,24 . WILLIAM J 97
STEWART,PEGGY 71 . STEPHAN 2 WARE,CYNTHIA 59
WILLIS 73 TRIGG 30 ,59 WARNER,EDWINA 30,59
STONE,MARY BAKER 96 TROXTEL JOHN 64 WARREN 29
STONE 53 TROXTEN,MARY BELL 64 WASHINGTON,GEORGE 39
STOVALL,JANE 77 TUCKER.ELIZABETH CURD 68 WATSON,ELVIN 34
STRADER,W D 34 GEORGE 68 . LEVIN 32
STRATTAN,CLARA 9 TUMBLIN GEORGE 64 . MRS 16
. EARL 9 TURK 30 WATT,ELIZA 96
. EVA 9 TURNER,HATTIE 102 WEBSTER,NOAH 24
. IRENE 9 . HETTIE 102 WEIDNER,DOROTHY J 30,59
. JESSIE VAUGH 9 . RED 102 WELDON,W A DR 74
. JOHN KNIGHT 9 . W C 55 WELLS,ANNIE KINSLOW 100
. JOHN 9 TURNER 30 ,59 . B K 81
. MARY EVELYN 9 TWYMAN,C C 97 . BRAXTON B 100
. PAUL 9 TYLER,NANCY STERLING 59 . BYRD 100
. VIRGIIA 9 UNKNOWN, DAI S Y 84 . JOHN W 100
STUART,KENNETH 34 . MINNIE 84 . KITTY BIRD HARRIS 100
STUART 30 . TOM 84 . LAURA 100
SUBLETT,ROBERT 99 VAN ARSDALE 16 . MABEL SHELBY 36, 74
SWINDELL/SWINDLE 60 VAN DRIPE 16 . MARTHA DEE 100
SYL^:S/SIKES 30,60 VANCE, MARION 31 . MARY JANE 100
TALBOTT,CRYSTAL B 59 VAUGHAN,WILLIAM W 31 . NAN SHELBY 36
TAPSCOTT,JAMES L M 81 VAUGHN,BILL 64 . SAYRA 36
TAYLOR,DOLLY 102 . CORINE 64 . SHELBY,MABEL 91
. EARLY 102 . LINDA SPAR 64 . WILLIAM 100
. FRANK 102 . MABLE 64 WELLS 59
. GEORGE 74 . MR 73 WEST 30
. JACK 14 . RAYMOND RICHARD 64 WESTERFIELD,ANN 16
. KYLE 83 . STEPHEN 64 . BETSY 16
. ROSCOE 102 . TOM 64 . COZINE 16



















. ELIZABETH WILSON 8





. AMELIA ELDREDGE 10
. JOHN B 10
. LAURA ALICE 10
















. F P 75
. HENRIETTA 81
. JACQUE (JACKIE) 49
. JOE 50
. JOHN WASHINGTON 78







. ELIZABETH GEORGE 10
. ELIZABETH J
THOMPSON 10





. ANN ELIZABETH 11
. ANN R 62
. ANNIE D 11
. BESSIE G LANE 10
. C N 11
. CECIL 64





















. FLORENCE AUGUSTA 8
. FRED 64
. GEORGE W 10
. HANIBEL 10,11
. IRENE ELIZABETH 9
. JAMES 8,62
. JEREMIAH JR 11
. JEREMIAH 10
. JOEL 70
. JOHN B 8
. JOHN E 62-63
. JOHN 9,55-56
. JOT F 97
. LAURA ALICE 8
. LEIGHT 30,60





. MARJORY ANN 11
. MARY EVELYN 9
. MARY 97
. MAYME C 10
. PAUL LEE 9
. RUBY CURTIS 9
. TOM 8
























. JAMES L 12
. JOHN C 12
. LILY IDA 12




. NARCISSA FRANCES 12







Books For Sale By the Society
Barren County Cemeteries. Beard & Leech, Editors. Hardbound. $30.00 plus $4.00 S&H
Barren County Heritage. Goode & Gardner, Editors. Hardbound. $30.00 plus $4.00 S&H
Barrens: The Family Genealogy of the White, Jones, Maxey, Rennick, Pope and Kirkpatrick
Families, Related Lines: Emery H. White, $19.00 plus $3.00 S&H.
Biography of Elder Jacob Locke by James P. Brooks. $5.00 plus $1.00 S&H.
Goodhope Baptist Church (now Metcalfe County), Peden. 1838-1872. $8.00.
Historic Trip Through Barren County: C. Clayton Simmons. Hardbound. $22.50 plus $3.00 S&H.
Little Barren (Trammel's Creek) Baptist Church, (now Metcalfe County), Peden. $8.00.
Mt. Tabor Baptist Church. ByChurch committee. $12.50 plus $2.00 S&H.
Pleasant Run Church, McFarland's Creek: 1827-1844. Peden. $8.00.
Stories of the Early Days: Cyrus Edwards by his daughter. Hardbound. $22.50 plus $3.00 S&H
Then and Now: Dr. R. H. Grinstead. $2.00 plus $1.00 S&H.
Times of Long Ago: Franklin Gorin. Hardbound. $15.00 plus $3.00 S&H.
1879 Beers & Lanagan Map of Barren County. 24x30 laminated cardstock, black & white.
Landowners shown, community inserts. $10.00 plus $3.75 S&H.





Mail to: South Central Kentucky & Historical Society, P. O. Box 157, Glasgow, KY 42142-0157
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION










Enclosed is my check/money order in the amount of $ for membership in the
Society. Dues received before January 31^^ of each year will insure that your name is
on our mailing list of "Traces" for the first issue of the year. If received after that date,
you will be mailed your current issue and all back issues due you at that time. PLEASE
NOTIFY US OF ADDRESS CHANGES! Each issue returned with an incorrect address costs
us $4.50.
Regular Membership: $15.00
Life Membership, under age 70 $150.00
Life Membership, over age 0 $100.00
Thank you for your support!
Mail this application and dues to:
South Central Kentucky Historical & Genealogical Society
Post Office Box 157
Glasgow, KY 42142-0157
GENERAL INFORMATION
MEMBERSHIP is open to anyone Interested in the history of the South Central Kentucky area,
especially Barren County. Annual dues are $15.00.
TRACES, The Society's quarterly publication, is received by all members. It is published seasonally;
Spring, Summer, Fall and Winter. Members joining during the year will receive the past issues of that
year In a separate mailing.
CONTRIBUTIONS are earnestly solicited. Family genealogies, marriages, Bible records, wills and
probate, cemetery, court and other records are all acceptable. You will be listed as the contributor.
EXCHANGE of Traces with other Societies or publications is acceptable and welcome.
BOOKS to be reviewed in Traces must be sent with information as to the cost, including postage, from
whom the book maybe obtained. They become the property of the Society library. Books should have
.1 Kentucky interest Reviews will be published as space permits.
MEETINGS are held monthly, except November and December (unless otherwise advised), at the Mary
Wood Weldon Library, 1530 S. Green Street, Glasgow, KY., on the 4^ Thursday of each month at 6
p.m. Some special program may be held at other locations and local newspaper and media will be
informed. Interesting and informative programs are planned for each meeting and your supportive
attendance is always welcome.
BACK ISSUES of Traces are available, pur supplies of the following are gone^Vol. 1, No^ 1-4 (1973);
Nos. 1-4 (1974); VoL 4 (1976); Vol. 5, Nori"(1977); Voi. 3, Nos. 1and 4 (1981);'Vol. 10, Nos. 1 and 2
(1982); Vol. 12, No. 2 (1984). All others can be purchased as long as the supply lasts at $4.00 each.
Back issues will be mailed with our regular quarterly mailings.
^}y
CORRESPONDENCE of any type that requires a reply must contain a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. Address to: Barren County Historical Society, P. O. Box 157, Glasgow, KY 42142-0157.
BOOKS AND MATERIALS of a genealogical nature that you no longer need - would you consider
donating them to the Society? They will be preserved for other researchers and are deeply
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